
The Letralite ultraviolet light exposure unit has been designed to expose UV sensitive materials. 
The unit’s unique compact cylindrical design makes the unit simple to operate and assures 
consistent results when used properly. Refer to IKONICS Imaging photo resist film instructions 
for specific processing information. Use this unit under safe or yellow light conditions.
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step one
Remove the Plexiglas cylinder from the exposure 
unit base (Figure A). If necessary, clean the Plexiglas 
cylinder with a mild glass cleaner.

step two
Remove the flexible black blanket from the cylinder 
and lay flat on a table with the thin gray blanket hold-
ers facing up. Place the piece of IKONICS Imaging 
photo resist film on the exposure blanket with the dull 
side facing up (Figure B). Place your AccuArt film 
positive, UVII vellum, or PositiveFX with printed side in 
contact with dull side of the photo resist (do not use 
transparencies).

Take the Plexiglas cylinder and hook it under one of 
the gray blanket holders. Then simply roll the cylinder 
over the blanket until you are able to stretch it over 
the other lip of the Plexiglas 
cylinder (Figure C).

step three
Place the Plexiglas cylinder onto the exposure 
unit base and set timer to desired exposure time
(Figure D). 

After exposure is completed remove the Plexiglas 
cylinder and unhook the blanket. Remove the photo 
resist film for supbsequent processing steps.
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troubleshooting

 1. If, during washout, no image develops, check the following:
  a.  Is the exposure unit plugged in?
  b.   Have the photo resist film and photo tool (AccuArt,  

UVII or PositiveFX) been properly placed in the  
Letralite? (Sequence should be: exposure blanket,  
photo resist film, photo tool, Plexiglas cylinder, 
UV black light.)

  c.    Is the emulsion (printed) side of the positive in contact  
with the emulsion (dull) side of photo resist film?

  d.   Is the UV black light going on when the timer is set?  
(A black ring on the far end of each side of the UV  
black fluorescent light indicates the bulb has aged  
and needs to be replaced.)

  e.  Is the UV black fluorescent bulb securely in place?

uv black fluorescent light replacement instructions
Remove the exposure unit end caps (Figure E).
Twist bulb upwards and remove from socket (Figure F).

Please call IKONICS Imaging with any questions on the safe and 
effective use of this product. 1-800-643-1037
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these instructions are not meant to replace manufacturer’s 
original instructions. they are solely for the purposes of 
assisting ikonics imaging customers with the use of the 
letralite and photo resist film.

as with most electrical appliances, electrical parts may be 
electrically live even when switched off. to reduce risk of 
death by electric shock:
 1. always unplug unit after use.
 2.  do not place or store where unit can fall or be 

pulled into tub, toilet or sink.
 3. do not use near or place in water.
 4.  if unit falls in water, unplug immediately.  

do not reach in water.
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